**Prunus 'Accolade'**

Prunus x 'Accolade'

(P. sargentii x subhirtella)

Accolade Flowering Cherry

Height: 20'

Width: 20'

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Semi-double Pink

Shape/form: Rounded, spreading

The Accolade Flowering Cherry is a smaller hybrid cherry, with an exceptional rounded form, and early semi-double pink bloom.

**Prunus serrulata 'Mount Fuji'**

Prunus serrulata 'Mount Fuji'

('Shirotae')

Mount Fuji Flowering Cherry

Height: 20'

Width: 25'

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Semi-double white

Shape/form: Wide spreading

The Mount Fuji flowering cherry is one of the most popular cherries today. One look at it's gigantic snow white blooms will tell you why. 'Mount Fuji' is a spreader, so give it room to grow.

**Prunus x 'Hally Jolivette'**

Prunus x 'Hally Jolivette'

Hally Jolivette Flowering Cherry

Height: 15'

Width: 15'

Bloom Time: Mid-late

Bloom color/type: Double light pink

Shape/form: Compact rounded

The Hally Jolivette flowering cherry is miniature in just about every way. Its branches are very dense, it's leaves are small, and the flowers are smaller also, although great in number. At maturity this tree will not get over 15' tall. A nice little tree.

**Prunus x yedoensis 'Akebono'**

Prunus x yedoensis 'Akebono'

Akebono or Daybreak Flowering Cherry

Height: 25'

Width: 25'

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Single light pink

Shape/form: Rounded

The Akebono cherry is very similar to the Yoshino, but tends to be a little smaller and rounder at maturity. Also, the Akebono will have a little bit more pink in the flower than Yoshino. Great Early Bloom.

**Prunus serrulata 'Kwanzan'**

Prunus serrulata 'Kwanzan'

('Kanzan', 'Sekiyama')

Kwanzan Flowering Cherry

Height: 30'

Width: 20'

Bloom Time: Mid-late

Bloom color/type: Double Deep Pink

Shape/form: Upright vase shape

The Kwanzan flowering cherry is one of the better all around cherries. It's blooms are simply huge, making it one of the showiest cherries around. Also, 'Kwanzan' can make a nice shade/street tree due to its more upright habit. Very vigorous.

**Prunus x 'Snow Fountains'**

Prunus x 'Snow Fountains'

('Snofozam')

Snow Fountains Weeping Cherry

Height: 12'

Width: 12'

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Semi-double white

Shape/form: Weeping

The Snow Fountains Weeping Cherry is probably one of the most popular weeping trees today. It's has a very compact growth habit, and finely textured branches give it a very graceful look. Pure White flowers cover this plant in Spring.

**Prunus x yedoensis**

(P. speciosa x subhirtella)

Yoshino Cherry, Potomac Cherry

Height: 30'+

Width: 30'+

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Single light pink-white

Shape/form: Upright spreading, rounded

Although not everyone knows the name, most people recognize the Yoshino cherry by sight as the cherries planted in the Tidal Basin in Washington D.C. An old Japanese hybrid, this tree dwarfs most others, and its blooms are simply huge. The flowers will bloom from faint pink to white depending on age.

**Prunus subhirtella 'Pendula rosea plena'**

Prunus subhirtella 'Pendula rosea plena'

(sometimes 'Yae shidare Higan')

Double Weeping Higan Cherry

Height: 15'

Width: 15'

Bloom Time: Early-mid

Bloom color/type: small double rose pink

Shape/form: Weeping, irregular

The Double weeping Higan cherry is a very popular type of weeping cherry because of its unusual form and impressive spring bloom. This tree will bloom pretty heavily, and looks impressive despite the small size of its blooms.

**Prunus 'Amanagowa'**

Prunus serrulata 'Amanagowa'

Amanagowa Flowering Cherry

Height: 25'

Width: 8'

Bloom Time: Early-mid

Bloom color/type: Semi-double light pink

Shape/form: Columnar vase shape

The Amanagowa Flowering Cherry is perfect for people who want a blooming tree, but just don't have a lot of space. It's narrow upright growth habit allows it to fit into tight spaces. Heavy blooming!

**Prunus 'Hally Jolivette'**

Prunus x 'Hally Jolivette'

Hally Jolivette Flowering Cherry

Height: 15'

Width: 15'

Bloom Time: Mid-late

Bloom color/type: Double light pink

Shape/form: Compact rounded

The Hally Jolivette flowering cherry is miniature in just about every way. Its branches are very dense, its leaves are small, and the flowers are smaller also, although great in number. At maturity this tree will not get over 15' tall. A nice little tree.

**Prunus 'Royal Burgundy'**

Prunus serrulata 'Royal Burgundy'

Royal Burgundy Flowering Cherry

Height: 20'

Width: 15'

Bloom Time: Mid-late

Bloom color/type: Double deep pink

Shape/form: Upright vase shape

The Royal burgundy flowering cherry is actually a purple-leaved, smaller form of 'Kwanzan'. It's reddish-purple leaves are very unusual for a cherry. It's bloom is identical to 'Kwanzan'. A nice smaller tree.

**Prunus 'Akebono'**

Prunus x yedoensis 'Akebono'

Akebono or Daybreak Flowering Cherry

Height: 25'

Width: 25'

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Single light pink

Shape/form: Rounded

The Akebono cherry is very similar to the Yoshino, but tends to be a little smaller and rounder at maturity. Also, the Akebono will have a little bit more pink in the flower than Yoshino. Great Early Bloom.

**Prunus yedoensis**

(P. speciosa x subhirtella)

Yoshino Cherry, Potomac Cherry

Height: 30'+

Width: 30'+

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Single light pink-white

Shape/form: Upright spreading, rounded

Although not everyone knows the name, most people recognize the Yoshino cherry by sight as the cherries planted in the Tidal Basin in Washington D.C. An old Japanese hybrid, this tree dwarfs most others, and its blooms are simply huge. The flowers will bloom from faint pink to white depending on age.

**Prunus serrulata 'Shirofugen'**

Prunus serrulata 'Shirofugen'

Shirofugen Flowering Cherry

Height: 25'

Width: 25'

Bloom Time: Really Late

Bloom color/type: Double light pink

Shape/form: Medium spreading

The Shirofugen flowering cherry is the very last to bloom in the spring. It's large clusters of light pink flowers are a real nice end to the flowering cherry season. Good growth habit.

**Prunus x 'Accolade'**

Prunus x 'Accolade'

(P. sargentii x subhirtella)

Accolade Flowering Cherry

Height: 20'

Width: 20'

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Semi-double Pink

Shape/form: Rounded, spreading

The Accolade Flowering Cherry is a smaller hybrid cherry, with an exceptional rounded form, and early semi-double pink bloom.

**Prunus serrulata 'Royal Burgundy'**

Prunus serrulata 'Royal Burgundy'

Royal Burgundy Flowering Cherry

Height: 20'

Width: 15'

Bloom Time: Mid-late

Bloom color/type: Double deep pink

Shape/form: Upright vase shape

The Royal burgundy flowering cherry is actually a purple-leaved, smaller form of 'Kwanzan'. It's reddish-purple leaves are very unusual for a cherry. It's bloom is identical to 'Kwanzan'. A nice smaller tree.

**Prunus 'Akebono'**

Prunus x yedoensis 'Akebono'

Akebono or Daybreak Flowering Cherry

Height: 25'

Width: 25'

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Single light pink

Shape/form: Rounded

The Akebono cherry is very similar to the Yoshino, but tends to be a little smaller and rounder at maturity. Also, the Akebono will have a little bit more pink in the flower than Yoshino. Great Early Bloom.

**Prunus 'Royal Burgundy'**

Prunus serrulata 'Royal Burgundy'

Royal Burgundy Flowering Cherry

Height: 20'

Width: 15'

Bloom Time: Mid-late

Bloom color/type: Double deep pink

Shape/form: Upright vase shape

The Royal burgundy flowering cherry is actually a purple-leaved, smaller form of 'Kwanzan'. It's reddish-purple leaves are very unusual for a cherry. It's bloom is identical to 'Kwanzan'. A nice smaller tree.

**Prunus 'Akebono'**

Prunus x yedoensis 'Akebono'

Akebono or Daybreak Flowering Cherry

Height: 25'

Width: 25'

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Single light pink

Shape/form: Rounded

The Akebono cherry is very similar to the Yoshino, but tends to be a little smaller and rounder at maturity. Also, the Akebono will have a little bit more pink in the flower than Yoshino. Great Early Bloom.

**Prunus 'Akebono'**

Prunus x yedoensis 'Akebono'

Akebono or Daybreak Flowering Cherry

Height: 25'

Width: 25'

Bloom Time: Early

Bloom color/type: Single light pink

Shape/form: Rounded

The Akebono cherry is very similar to the Yoshino, but tends to be a little smaller and rounder at maturity. Also, the Akebono will have a little bit more pink in the flower than Yoshino. Great Early Bloom.